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ON SEPARABLE HIGHER GAUSS MAPS
KATSUHISA FURUKAWA AND ATSUSHI ITO
Abstract. We study the m-th Gauss map in the sense of F. L. Zak of a pro-
jective variety X Ă PN over an algebraically closed field in any characteristic.
For all integer m with n :“ dimpXq ď m ă N , we show that the contact locus
on X of a general tangent m-plane is a linear variety if the m-th Gauss map
is separable. We also show that for smooth X with n ă N ´ 2, the pn ` 1q-
th Gauss map is birational if it is separable, unless X is the Segre embedding
P1ˆPn Ă P2n´1. This is related to L. Ein’s classification of varieties with small
dual varieties in characteristic zero.
1. Introduction
Let X Ă PN be an n-dimensional non-degenerate projective variety over an
algebraically closed field in characteristic p ě 0, and let m be an integer with
n ď m ă N . We define the m-th Gauss map γm,
γm : P
X
m :“ t pL, xq P Gpm,P
N q ˆXsm | TxX Ă L u Ñ Gpm,P
Nq,
to be the first projection from the incidence PXm to the Grassmann varietyGpm,P
Nq,
where Xsm is the smooth locus of X , and TxX Ă P
N is the embedded tangent
space to X at x. We set X˚m “ γmpP
X
m q Ă Gpm,P
N q, the set of m-planes tangent
to X . See [29, I, §2].
Note that γn is identified with the (ordinary) Gauss map X 99K Gpn,P
N q : x ÞÑ
TxX , and X
˚
N´1 is the projective dual variety X
˚ Ă pPNq_ of X . For a tangent
m-plane L P X˚m, we consider the contact locus on X of L,
t x P Xsm | TxX Ă L u,(1.1)
which is equal to pipγ´1m pLqredq Ă X if L P X
˚
m is general, where pi : P
X
m Ñ X is the
second projection. It is also called an m-th contact locus, and is said to be general
if so is L.
In characteristic p “ 0, it was well know that a general m-th contact locus is
a linear variety of PN for all m with n ď m ă N ; the case of m “ n is the
linearity of a general fiber of the Gauss map (P. Griffiths and J. Harris [13, (2.10)],
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 14N05.
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F. L. Zak [29, I, 2.3. Theorem (c)]) and the case of any m can be shown due to the
reflexivity (S. L. Kleiman and R. Piene [22, pp. 108–109]). H. Kaji [19] recently
gave a formula for the degree of X˚m in the case when γm is generically finite, in
particular, the case when X “ vdpP
nq Ă PN is the Veronese variety with N “
`
n`d
d
˘
as a generalization of Boole’s formula for degpX˚q.
In characteristic p ą 0, the linearity of a general contact locus does not hold in
general; in particular for m “ n, several authors gave examples of X such that a
general fiber of γn is not a linear variety ([28, §7], [21, I-3], [16, Example 4.1], [17],
[27, Example 2.13], [24], [6, §7], [7], [11, §5], [12, Theorem 1.3]).
However, it was known that a general m-th contact locus is a linear variety of
P
N if γm is separable in the case when m “ N ´ 1 (by the Monge-Segre-Wallace
criterion [14, (2.4)], [21, I-1(4)]), and in the case when m “ n (the first author
[10]).
In this paper, we prove the following theorem for all m.
Theorem 1.1. Let X Ă PN be a projective variety in characteristic p ě 0, and
let m be an integer with n “ dimpXq ď m ă N . Assume that the m-th Gauss map
γm is separable. Then a general m-th contact locus (1.1) is a linear variety of P
N .
If γm is separable, then so is γm1 for all m
1 with n ď m1 ď m; this can be shown
in the same way for the reflexive case. See Remark 2.3. On the other hand, for
m2 ą m, γm2 can be inseparable even if γm is separable; H. Kaji [18] and S. Fuka-
sawa [8] [9] gave such examples for the case m2 “ N ´ 1 and m “ n.
F. L. Zak showed that a contact locus of any L P γmppi
´1pXsmqq is of dimension
ď m ´ n ` dimpSingpXqq ` 1 [29, I. §2, Theorem 2.3(a)]. Hence, if X is smooth,
then any m-th contact locus is of dimension ď m ´ n. Considering the case of
m “ n and combining with the linearity (in particular, irreducibility) of a general
fiber of the n-th Gauss map γn, it holds that γn is in fact birational if it is separable
(e.g., the characteristic p “ 0).
In the case m “ n ` 1, any pn ` 1q-th contact locus is of dimension ď 1 if X is
smooth. We study when the equality holds, and obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let X Ă PN be a smooth non-degenerate projective variety in
characteristic p ě 0 such that n “ dimpXq ă N ´ 2 and γn`1 is separable. Then
γn`1 is in fact birational, unless X is the Segre embedding P
1 ˆ Pn´1 Ă P2n´1.
In characteristic p “ 0, since the case of n “ N´2 follows from [3, Theorem 3.4],
the statement holds for all n ď N ´ 2, and we have that P1 ˆ Pn´1 Ă P2n´1 is
only the smooth projective variety which satisfies the equality for Zak’s inequality
on dimensions of m-th contact loci for any n ď m ă N . See Theorem 4.8 and
Remark 4.9 for detail.
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Note that if γn`1 is separable and generically finite, then it is birational because
of Theorem 1.1. Hence the main point of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to study the
case when γn`1 is not generically finite.
A background of our study is the classification of varieties with small dual va-
rieties by L. Ein [3]; in characteristic p “ 0, he showed that if a smooth pro-
jective variety X Ă PN satisfies dimpXq “ dimpX˚q ď 2
3
N , then X is one of
the followings; (a) a hypersurface, (b) P1 ˆ Pn´1 Ă P2n´1, (c) Gp1,P4q Ă P9, (d)
the 10-dimensional spinor variety in P15. We note that the Ein’s classification is
completed if Hartshorne’s conjecture holds, that is to say, any smooth projective
variety X Ă PN is a complete intersection if dimpXq ą 2
3
N .
If γn`1 is not generically finite, then we have dimpXq “ dimpX
˚q (see Corol-
lary 3.4). On the other hand, if X is (c) or (d), then the finiteness of γn`1 can be
shown by explicit calculations. Hence we find that the statement of Theorem 1.2
follows from Ein’s result in characteristic p “ 0 if dimpXq ď 2
3
N (or Hartshorne’s
conjecture holds). Our purpose is to show this statement in any characteristic
p ě 0 without the condition of the dimension of X .
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we generalize the techniques of [10] and
[12] in order to study m-th Gauss maps in arbitrary characteristic. In particular,
we define and describe the m-th degeneracy map and prove Theorem 1.1. In §3, we
show basic properties of m-th contact loci and their dimensions, i.e., m-th defects.
In §4, we study the pn` 1q-th Gauss map γn`1 in the case when X is smooth and
γn`1 is not generically finite. We fix a general point x P X and consider the union
of contact loci of pn ` 1q-planes L’s such that L is tangent to X at x. Showing
that the union is in fact an pn´ 1q-plane, we have that X is the Segre embedding
P1 ˆ Pn´1, yielding Theorem 1.2.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Professors Satoru Fukasawa
and Hajime Kaji for their valuable comments and advice. The first author was
supported by the Grant-in-Aid for JSPS fellows, No. 16J00404. The second author
was supported by the Grant-in-Aid for JSPS fellows, No. 26–1881.
2. Linearity of general m-th contact loci
In [12, Definition 2.1], we extended the notion of the shrinking map, which had
been independently introduced by J. M. Landsberg and J. Piontkowski (see [5,
2.4.7] and [15, Theorem 3.4.8]). Here we recall the definition of the map, which is
a main ingredient of this section.
Definition 2.1. We denote by S “ Sm and Q “ Qm the universal subbundle
of rank N ´ m and the universal quotient bundle of rank m ` 1 over Gpm,PN q
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respectively, with the exact sequence
0Ñ SÑ H0pPN ,Op1qq b OGpm,PN q Ñ QÑ 0.(2.1)
For a rational map f : Z 99K Gpm,PNq, we define the shrinking map of Z with
respect to f
σ “ σZ,f : Z 99K Gpm
´,PNq
for some integer m´ “ m´σ ď m as follows. Let Z
˝ be an open subset consisting
of smooth points of Z and regard f as f |Z˝. We have the following composite
homomorphism
Φ “ Φf : f
˚
Q
_ Ñ f˚HompHompQ_, S_q, S_q Ñ HompTZ˝ , f
˚
S
_q,
where the first homomorphism is induced from the dual of SbS_ Ñ O, and the sec-
ond one is induced from the differential df : TZ˝ Ñ f
˚TGpn,PN q “ f
˚HompQ_, S_q.
We define an integer m´ with ´1 ď m´ ď m by
m´ “ dimpker Φb kpzqq ´ 1
for a general point z P Z. Since ker Φ|Z˝ is a subbundle of H
0pPN ,Op1qq_bOZ˝ of
rank m´` 1 (replacing Z˝ Ă Z by a smaller open subset if necessary), we have an
induced morphism σ : Z˝ Ñ Gpm´,PNq and call it the shrinking map of Z with
respect to f .
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result, where we write
UGpm,PN q :“ t pL, xq P Gpm,P
Nq ˆ PN | x P L u,
the universal family of Gpm,PNq.
Theorem 2.2. Let X Ă PN be an n-dimensional projective variety, and let ι :
Y ãÑ Gpm,PNq be a projective variety with n ď m ď N ´ 1. We set σY “
σY,ι : Y 99K Gpm
´,PNq to be the shrinking map of Y with respect to ι , where
m´ “ m´σY ď m. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) γm : P
X
m Ñ Gpm,P
N q is separable, and Y “ γmpP
X
m q.
(2) PXm “ σ
˚
Y UGpm´,PN q in Gpm,P
N q ˆ PN .
(3) dim σ˚Y UGpm´,PN q “ n`pm´nqpN´mq and the second projection σ
˚
Y UGpm´,PN q Ñ
PN is separable, and the image is equal to X.
Once the above theorem is shown, Theorem 1.1 follows from the implication
“(1) ñ (2)” as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Take a general m-plane rLs P X˚m “ γmpP
X
m q “ Y and
set M Ă PN to be the m´-plane corresponding to σY pLq P Gpm
´,PNq. By Theo-
rem 2.2 (2), we have γ´1m pLq “ trLsuˆM . Hence it holds that pipγ
´1
m pLqq “M . 
Note that we also have a characterization of images of separable m-th Gauss
maps by the equivalence “(1) ô (3)” (see [10, Corollary 3.15]).
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Remark 2.3. If γm is separable, then so is γm1 for all m
1 with n ď m1 ď m. This
is shown as follows, which is the same way for the reflexive case by Kleiman and
Piene [22, pp. 108–109]. It is sufficient to show the case m1 “ m´ 1. Consider the
Flag variety
Fpm´ 1, m;PNq “ t pM 1,Mq P Gpm´ 1,PNq ˆGpm,PN q |M 1 ĂM u,
and define PXm´1,m to be the closure of the set of pM
1,M, xq P Fpm´1, m;PNqˆXsm
such that TxX ĂM
1 ĂM . We have the following commutative diagram:
PXm
γm //
pi
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
Gpm,PNq
X PXm´1,m
γm´1,m //
OO

pioo Fpm´ 1, m;PNq
OO

PXm´1
γm´1 //
pi
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
Gpm´ 1,PNq,
where pipγ´1m´1,mpM
1,Mqq “ pipγ´1m´1pM
1qq in X for pM 1,Mq P Fpm´ 1, m;PNq. By
the diagram, pipγ´1m´1pM
1qq Ă X is scheme-theoretically equal to the intersection of
pipγ´1m pMqq’s with generalm-planesM containingM
1. If γm is separable, then The-
orem 1.1 implies that pipγ´1m pMqq is a linear variety, and hence so is pipγ
´1
m´1pM
1qq.
In particular, pipγ´1m´1pM
1qq » γ´1m´1pM
1q is reduced, that is to say γm´1 is separable.
The case ofm “ n p“ dimpXqq in Theorem 2.2 is nothing but [10, Theorem 3.1],
[12, Corollary 5.4]. In order to prove Theorem 2.2 for any m ě n, we generalize
several techniques of [12] in the following subsections.
2.1. Subvarieties of the universal family of a Grassmann variety. We set
the bundles S “ Sm and Q “ Qm on Gpm,P
N q as in Definition 2.1. Set U “
UGpm,PN q to be the universal family of Gpm,P
Nq. Then PXm Ă U holds for a
projective variety X Ă PN . We denote by OUp1q the tautological invertible sheaf
on U “ P˚ pQ_q.
First we give equivalent conditions when a subvariety of U is contained in PXm
for some X .
Proposition 2.4. Let X 1 Ă U Ă Gpm,PN q ˆ PN be a projective variety and let
pri be the projection from X
1 to the i-th factor for i “ 1, 2. For simplicity, we
also denote by pri the restricted morphism pri |X1˝ for a non-empty open subset
X 1
˝ Ă X 1sm. Let Φ “ Φpr1 : pr
˚
1 Q
_ Ñ HompTX1˝ , pr
˚
1 S
_q and σ “ σX1,pr1 : X
1
99K
Gpm´,PNq be as in Definition 2.1.
Assume that pr2 : X
1 Ñ PN is separable. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
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(i) X 1 Ă PXm for X “ pr2pX
1q.
(ii) The composition of
OU p´1q|X1˝ ãÑ pr
˚
1 Q
_ and Φ : pr˚1 Q
_ Ñ HompTX1˝ , pr
˚
1 S
_q
is the zero map on a non-empty open subset X 1
˝ Ă X 1.
(iii) The image of pσ, pr2q : X
1
99K Gpm´,PNq ˆ PN is contained in the universal
family UGpm´,PN q Ă Gpm
´,PNq ˆ PN .
Proof. On U , there exists a natural surjection ε : pr˚2TPN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1S
_, where pri
is the projection from U Ă Gpm,PN q ˆ PN to the i-th factor (hence pri “ pri|X1).
We note that OU p1q “ pr
˚
2OPN p1q holds.
Set X “ pr2pX
1q. Since PXm is the incidence variety, X
1 is contained in PXm if
and only if
pr˚2 TXsmp´1q ãÑ pr
˚
2 TPN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_
is the zero map on X 1˝. By the separability of the dominant morphism pr2 :
X 1
˝ Ñ X Ă PN , dppr2q : TX1˝ Ñ pr
˚
2 TXsm is surjective (by taking smaller X
1˝ if
necessary). Hence the above map is the zero map if and only if so is
TX1˝p´1q
dppr2qp´1qÝÑ pr˚2 TXsmp´1q ãÑ pr
˚
2 TPN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_.(2.2)
By the same argument as in the proof of (i) ô (ii) in [12, Theorem 2.4], we see
that (2.2) corresponds to
OUp´1q|X1˝ ãÑ pr
˚
1 Q
_ ΦÝÑ HompTX1˝ , pr
˚
1 S
_q.
under the identification
HompTX1˝p´1q, pr
˚
1 S
_q “ HompOU p´1q|X1˝ ,HompTX1˝ , pr
˚
1 S
_qq.
Thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The proof of the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is the
same as that of [12, Theorem 2.4] 
2.2. Shrinking maps and m-th degeneracy maps. We define the m-th de-
generacy map as follows, which will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Definition 2.5. Let X Ă PN be an n-dimensional projective variety and X˝ Ă
Xsm be a non-empty open subset. Set PXm
˝
:“ PXm X pGpm,P
Nq ˆX˝q.
Take dγm : TPXm ˝ Ñ γ
˚
mTGpm,PN q and dpi : TPXm ˝ Ñ pi
˚TXsm to be the differen-
tials of the m-th Gauss map γm and the projection pi : P
X
m Ñ X Ă P
N . Then
dpipkerpdγmqq Ă pi
˚TXsm Ă pi
˚TPN is isomorphic to kerpdγmq since TPXm ˝ is contained
in TGpm,PN qˆPN |PXm ˝ “ γ
˚
mTGpm,PN q ‘ pi
˚TPN .
Set n´κm to be the rank of the torsion free sheaf kerpdγmq. Pulling back the Euler
sequence
0Ñ OPN Ñ H
0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPN p1q Ñ TPN Ñ 0,
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we have θ : H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝ Ñ pi
˚TPN p´1q. Then the subsheaf
θ´1pdpipkerpdγmqqp´1qq Ă H
0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝
induces a rational map
κm : P
X
m 99K Gpn
´
κm
,PNq,
which we call the m-th degeneracy map of X . In the case of m “ n, κn can be
identified with the usual degeneracy map under the birational map PXn Ñ X .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition,
which is a generalization of [12, Proposition 5.2].
Proposition 2.6. Let X Ă PN be a projective variety. Then the m-th degeneracy
map κm coincides with the shrinking map σPXm ,γm of P
X
m with respect to γm : P
X
m Ñ
Gpm,PN q.
First we recall the definition of the second fundamental form τ . Let Sn and
Qn be the universal subbundle and the universal quotient bundle over Gpn,P
N q.
Considering the n-th Gauss map (ordinary Gauss map) γn : X
˝ Ñ Gpn,PN q
and considering the dual of the sequence (2.1) for m “ n, we have the following
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns,
0

0

OX˝

OX˝

0 // γ˚nQ
_
n p1q //

H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OX˝p1q

// γ˚nS
_
n p1q // 0
0 // TX˝ //

TPN |X˝ //

NX˝{PN // 0
0 0,
(2.3)
where the middle vertical sequence is induced from the Euler sequence on PN . The
differential dγn : TX˝ Ñ γ
˚
nTGpn,PN q “ γ
˚
nHompQ
_
n , S
_
n q induces a homomorphism
Ądγn : TX˝ b γ˚nQ_n Ñ γ˚nS_n “ NX˝{PN p´1q.
Then we can check that, the composition of TX˝ bOX˝ ãÑ TX˝ b γ
˚
nQ
_
n p1q induced
by the first vertical sequence of (2.3) andĄdγnp1q : TX˝ b γ˚nQ_n p1q Ñ NX˝{PN is the
zero map. Hence a homomorphism, called the second fundamental form,
τ : TX˝ b TX˝ Ñ NX˝{PN
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is induced. By definition,Ądγnp1q factors through τ . In other words, dγn factors as
TX˝ Ñ HompTX˝p´1q, γ
˚
nS
_
n q ãÑ γ
˚
nHompQ
_
n , S
_
n q,
where the inclusion is induced by the surjection γ˚nQ
_
n Ñ TX˝p´1q. It is known
that τ is symmetric.
Next we consider the following homomorphism ϕ. Set PXm
˝
“ PXm XpGpm,P
Nqˆ
X˝q as before. In this subsection, we hereafter write pri to be the projection from
PXm Ă Gpm,P
N qˆX to the i-the factor. Indeed, pr1 and pr2 are nothing but “γm”
and “pi”, respectively. But we use the symbol “pri” to suit the notation of [12].
For simplicity of notation, we also use pri for the restricted morphism pri |PXm ˝ .
Write S “ Sm and Q “ Qm. Pulling back τ b Op´1q by pr2 : P
X
m Ñ X and
composing with the natural homomorphism pr˚2 NX˝{PN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_, we have
the homomorphism on PXm
˝
:
ϕ : pr˚2pTX˝ b TX˝p´1qq Ñ pr
˚
2 NX˝{PN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_.
We define ϕi : pr
˚
2 TX˝ Ñ Homppr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q, pr
˚
1 S
_q for i “ 1, 2 by
ϕ1pxq “ rpr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_ : y ÞÑ ϕpx, yqs,
ϕ2pxq “ rpr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_ : y ÞÑ ϕpy, xqs.
We sometimes regard ϕi as a homomorphism
pr˚2 TX˝ Ñ Homppr
˚
2 γ
˚
nQ
_
n , pr
˚
1 S
_q
by the natural surjection γ˚nQ
_
n Ñ TX˝p´1q. By definition, ϕ1 is the homomor-
phism induced from pr˚2 dγn : pr
˚
2 TX˝ Ñ pr
˚
2 γ
˚
nHompQ
_
n , S
_
n q and pr
˚
2 γ
˚
nS
_
n “
pr˚2 NX˝{PN p´1q Ñ pr
˚
1 S
_. Furthermore, ϕ1 “ ϕ2 holds because of the symmetry
of τ .
We have the following lemma in a general setting.
Lemma 2.7. Let n ď m ă N be non-negative integers and let Fpn,m;PNq Ă
Gpn,PN qˆGpm,PNq be the frag variety parametrizing linear subvarieties Pn Ă Pm
in PN . Let qn : Fpn,m;P
Nq Ñ Gpn,PN q and qm : Fpn,m;P
Nq Ñ Gpm,PNq be the
natural projections. Then the following diagram on Fpn,m;PNq is commutative;
TFpn,m;PN q
dqm

dqn // q˚nTGpn,PNq “ q
˚
npQn b S
_
n q

q˚mTGpm,PN q “ q
˚
mpQm b S
_
mq // q
˚
nQn b q
˚
mS
_
m,
(2.4)
where the bottom and right maps are induced by the natural homomorphisms q˚nS
_
n Ñ
q˚mS
_
m and q
˚
mQm Ñ q
˚
nQn respectively.
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In particular, we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // TFpn,m;PN q{Gpn,PN q //
≀

TFpn,m;PN q
dqm

dqn // q˚nTGpn,PN q

// 0
0 // Kb q˚mS
_
m
// q˚mpQm b S
_
mq // q
˚
nQn b q
˚
mS
_
m
// 0,
(2.5)
where K “ kerpq˚mQm Ñ q
˚
nQnq » q
˚
nSn{q
˚
mSm.
Proof. The case when n “ 0 is nothing but [12, Lemma 2.6] (m corresponds to
“n” of that). As in the proof of that lemma, the commutativity of (2.4) can be
checked by taking local coordinates on PN . We leave the detail to the reader.
We note that the left homomorphism in (2.5) is an isomorphism since Fpn,m;PNq
is nothing but the Grassmann bundle GpN ´m, S_n q over Gpn,P
N q. 
Now return to the original setting. The sheaves
pr˚2pγ
˚
nQ
_
n q Ă pr
˚
1 Q
_ Ă H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝
on PXm
˝
Ă Gpm,PN q ˆX˝ define a morphism
pγn ˝ pr2, pr1q : P
X
m
˝
Ñ Fpn,m;PNq : px, Lq ÞÑ pTxX,Lq.
We note that PXm
˝
is the fiber product of X˝ and Fpn,m;PNq over Gpn,PN q by
the diagram
PXm
˝
pr2

pγn˝pr2,pr1q // Fpn,m;PNq

X˝
γn // Gpn,PNq.
(2.6)
Lemma 2.8. The kernel of the differential d pr1 : TPXm ˝ Ñ pr
˚
1 TGpm,PN q is isomor-
phic to the kernel of ϕ1 under d pr2 : TPXm ˝ Ñ pr
˚
2 TX˝ .
Proof. By pulling back the diagram (2.5) by pγn ˝pr2, pr1q, we have a commutative
diagram with exact rows
0 // TPXm ˝{X˝
//
≀

TPXm
˝
dpr2 //
dpr1

pr˚2 TX˝
ϕ1

// 0
0 // pγn ˝ pr2, pr1q
˚Kb pr˚1 S
_ // pr˚1pQb S
_q // pr˚2pγ
˚
nQnq b pr
˚
1 S
_ // 0
on PXm
˝
Ă Gpm,PN qˆX˝. We note that the left homomorphism is an isomorphism
since the diagram (2.6) is Cartesian. Hence ker d pr1 » kerϕ1 holds. 
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Lemma 2.9. For Φ “ Φpr1, ker Φ Ă pr
˚
1 Q
_ Ă H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝ coincides
with the kernel of the composite homomorphism
Φ1 : pr˚2pγ
˚
nQ
_
n q Ñ pr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q
ϕ2p´1q
ÝÑ pr˚2 ΩX˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_
as a subsheaf of H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝.
Proof. The diagram (2.5) induces
0 // q˚nQ
_
n
//

q˚mQ
_ //

K_ _

// 0
0 // q˚nΩGpn,PN q b q
˚
mS
_ // ΩFpn,m;PN q b q
˚
mS
_ // Ωb q˚mS
_ // 0
on Fpn,m;PNq, where Ω “ ΩFpn,m;PN q{Gpn,PN q » K
_ b q˚mS. Since the natural
homomorphism OFpn,m;PN q Ñ q
˚
mpSb S
_q is injective, so is the right vertical homo-
morphism.
By pulling back the above diagram by pγn ˝ pr2, pr1q, we obtain
0 // pr˚2pγ
˚
nQ
_
n q //
Φ1

pr˚1 Q
_ //
Φ

pγn ˝ pr2, pr1q
˚
K
_
 _

// 0
0 // pr˚2 ΩTX˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_ // ΩPXm ˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_ // ΩPXm ˝{X˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_ // 0,
on PXm
˝
Ă Gpm,PN q ˆ X˝. We note that the middle homomorphism is nothing
but Φ “ Φpr1 and the left one is Φ
1 in the statement of this lemma. Hence ker Φ
coincides with ker Φ1 as a subsheaf of H0pPN ,Op1qq_ b OPXm ˝. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. By Lemma 2.9, σPXm ,γm is induced by the kernel of the
composition pr˚2pγ
˚
nQ
_
n q Ñ pr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q
ϕ2p´1q
ÝÑ pr˚2 ΩX˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_. By Lemma 2.8,
κm is induced by the kernel of pr
˚
2pγ
˚
nQ
_
n q Ñ pr
˚
2 TX˝p´1q
ϕ1p´1q
ÝÑ pr˚2 ΩX˝ b pr
˚
1 S
_.
Since ϕ1 “ ϕ2, this proposition follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (1) ñ (2): Let κm : P
X
m 99K Gpn
´
κ ,P
Nq be the m-th de-
generacy map, where n´κ “ rkpker dγmq for dγm : TPXm ˝ Ñ γ
˚
mTY . Since dγm is
surjective, we have n´κ “ dimP
X
m ´ dimY . From Proposition 2.6, we have κm “
σPXm ,γm . Since γm is separable, [12, Remark 2.3] implies σPXm ,γm “ σY ˝ γm; hence
κm “ σY ˝ γm and n
´
κ “ m
´
σY
“ m´ hold. Thus we have m´ “ dimPXm ´ dimY .
By Proposition 2.4, it holds that PXm Ă σ
˚
Y UGpm´,PN q. Since
dim σ˚Y UGpm´,PN q “ dimY `m
´ “ dimPXm ,
PXm coincides with σ
˚
Y UGpm´,PN q.
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(3) ñ (2): Set X 1 “ σ˚Y UGpm´,PNq. Since pr1 : X
1 Ñ Y is a projective bundle,
it is separable; hence σX1,pr1 “ σY ˝ pr1 holds and then the condition (iii) of
Proposition 2.4 is satisfied. Thus Proposition 2.4 implies (2).
The implications (2) ñ (1) and (2) ñ (3) follow immediately. 
As we have already seen, Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 1.1. In fact, we have
the following result.
Corollary 2.10. Assume that γm is separable. Let σX˚m “ σX˚m,ι : X
˚
m 99K
Gpm´,PNq be the shrinking map of Xm with respect to ι : X
˚
m ãÑ Gpm,P
N q.
Then σX˚mpLq P Gpm
´,PNq corresponds to the contact locus pipγ´1m pLqq Ă X for a
general tangent m-plane L P X˚m.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, taking Y “ X˚m, we have the assertion from
Theorem 2.2 (2). 
3. Properties of m-th defects
Let X Ă PN be a non-degenerate projective variety of dimension n. For an
integer m with n ď m ă N , we write δm “ δmpXq :“ dimP
X
m ´ dimX
˚
m, the m-th
defect of X . In this section, we do not assume the separability of γm.
We set σLm :“ pipγ
´1
m pLqredq Ă X , the contact locus (1.1) of an tangent m-plane
L P X˚m. Then δm “ dimpσ
L
mq for general L P X
˚
m. Note that σ
L
m Ă X is equal to
σX˚mpLq if γm is separable (see Corollary 2.10).
E. Ballico showed the following statement for reflexive X (see [1, Proposition
1]). We show it in any case.
Lemma 3.1. It holds that δm´1 ` δm`1 ě 2δm for n ă m ă N ´ 1.
Proof. Let Fpm1, . . . , mr;P
Nq be the flag variety parametrizing Pm1 Ă Pm2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă
Pmr Ă PN , and let
V :“ Fpm´ 1, m,m` 1;PNq ˆFpm´1,m`1;PN q Fpm´ 1, m,m` 1;P
Nq
“ tpM 1, L1, L2,Mq |M
1 Ă Li ĂM for i “ 1, 2u
Ă Gpm´ 1,PNq ˆGpm,PNq ˆGpm,PN q ˆGpm` 1,PNq.
Then
V ˆGpm´1,PN q P
X
m´1 “ tpM
1, L1, L2,M, xq | x P Xsm and TxX ĂM 1u
is irreducible. Take a general pM 1, L1, L2,M, xq P V ˆGpm´1,PN q P
X
m´1. Then
pM 1, xq, pLi, xq, pM,xq are general in P
X
m´1, P
X
m , P
X
m`1 respectively since projections
V ˆGpm´1,PN q P
X
m´1 Ñ P
X
m´1 : pM
1, L1, L2,M, xq ÞÑ pM
1, xq
V ˆGpm´1,PN q P
X
m´1 Ñ P
X
m : pM
1, L1, L2,M, xq ÞÑ pLi, xq
V ˆGpm´1,PN q P
X
m´1 Ñ P
X
m`1 : pM
1, L1, L2,M, xq ÞÑ pM,xq
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are surjective.
Hence σM
1
m´1, σ
Li
m , σ
M
m`1 are smooth at x of dimensions δm´1, δm, δm`1 respectively.
Since σLim is of codimension r “ δm`1´ δm in σ
M
m`1 at x, the dimension δm´1 of the
intersection σM
1
m´1 “ σ
L1
m X σ
L2
m at x is at least ě δm ´ r. 
Remark 3.2. It is known that the property of Lemma 3.1 induces the convexity,
that is, for 4 integers a, b, c, d with a ` d “ b` c and n ď a ă b ď c ă d ď N ´ 1,
it holds that δa ` δd ě δb ` δc.
For smooth X , since δn “ 0, the convexity gives the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that X is smooth, and let m be an integer with n ă m ă
N ´ 1. Then the following holds.
(1) If δm ą 0, then δm`1 ą δm.
(2) Assume δm ą 0 and δm`1 “ δm ` 1. Then δm´1 “ δm ´ 1. Moreover
δm´i “ δm ´ i holds for all 0 ď i ď δm.
By a theorem of Zak [29, I, 2.3 Theorem], if X Ă PN is smooth, then δn`i ď i
for all integer i ě 0 with n` i ď N ´ 1. Hence we have:
Corollary 3.4. Assume that X is smooth, and assume that δn`i0 “ i0 holds for
an integer i0 ą 0 with n ` i0 ă N ´ 1. Then δn`i “ i holds for all integer i ě 0
with n` i ď N ´ 1. In particular, δN´1 “ N ´ n ´ 1, that is, dimpX
˚q “ n.
Proof. It follows for i ą i0 due to Zak’s theorem and Corollary 3.3 (1). It follows
for i ă i0 by Corollary 3.3 (2). 
Lemma 3.5. Let X Ă PN be a projective variety of dimension n, and let k,m be
integers with 0 ă k ă n ă m ă N . Let A Ă PN be a k-plane contained in X
with AXXsm ‰ H, and let L Ă PN be an m-plane tangent to X at some point of
AXXsm. Then σLmXA is of dimension ě pN´m`1qk´pN´mqn. In particular,
δm ě pN ´m` 1qk ´ pN ´mqn
if X is covered by k-planes.
Proof. Set A˝ “ AXXsm. We consider
B˝ :“ Fpn,m;PNq ˆGpn,PN q A
˝ //

Fpn,m;PNq //

Gpm,PNq
A˝
γn|A˝ // Gpn,PN q,
where γn|A˝ is the restriction of the Gauss map of X on A
˝. Since
B˝ “ tpL, aq |TaX Ă Lu Ă Gpm,P
Nq ˆ A˝,
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we have A Ă L for pL, aq P B˝. Hence the image of f : B Ñ Gpm,PNq is
contained in A˚m “ tL P Gpm,P
Nq | A Ă L u, where B :“ B˝ Ă PXm . Since
dimpBq “ k`pm´nqpN ´mq and dim fpBq ď dimpA˚mq “ pm´ kqpN ´mq, each
fiber of B Ñ fpBq is of dimension ě k ` pk ´ nqpN ´mq. 
Example 3.6. Let X Ă PN be a projective bundle over a smooth curve C such
that each fiber of X Ñ C is a linear subvariety of PN . It is well known that
δN´1 “ n ´ 2. The inequality δN´1 ě n ´ 2 follows from Lemma 3.5 since X is
covered by pn´ 1q-planes. The opposite inequality δN´1 ď n´ 2 follows from [29,
Chapter I, 2.3 Theorem b)].
Moreover, δN´i ě n ´ 1 ´ i holds for each 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 by Lemma 3.5. By
δN´1 “ n´ 2 and Corollary 3.3, we have δN´i “ n ´ 1´ i for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
Remark 3.7. Let X Ă PN be a non-degenerate projective variety. Assume that
the secant variety SpXq is not equal to PN , and take a general point z P PN with
z R SpXq. Let piz : P
Nztzu Ñ PN´1 be the linear projection. Since z R SpXq,
piz|X : X Ñ Xz :“ pizpXq Ă P
N´1 is isomorphic to the image Xz. In this setting,
we have δmpXq “ δm´1pXzq for m ą n. The reason is as follows.
First, we note that for the contact locus A Ă X of a general tangent m-plane
M with z PM , we have dimpAq “ δmpXq since z is general.
Let M 1 Ă PN´1 be a pm ´ 1q-plane, and set M :“ pi´1z pM
1q Y tzu. Then M 1 is
tangent to Xz at a smooth point if and only if M is tangent to X at a smooth
point. In such a case, the contact locus A1 Ă Xz ofM
1 coincides with pizpAq, where
A Ă X is the contact locus of M . Hence if M 1 is a general pm´ 1q-plane tangent
to Xz, it holds that δm´1pXzq “ dimpA
1q “ dimA “ δmpXq.
Example 3.8. Let X 1 Ă PN
1
be a projective bundle over a smooth curve C such
that a general fiber of X 1 Ñ C is a linear variety in PN
1
. Since dimSpX 1q ď 2n`1,
we can take X Ă P2n`1 as the image of X 1 under PN
1
99K P2n`1, a composition
of some linear projections, such that X 1 » X . Then X satisfies δn`3 “ 1 as in
Example 3.6.
Example 3.9. Let X Ă P2n be a projective bundle over a smooth elliptic curve
such that each fiber is a linear variety in P2n (see [2, Corollary 2.3] for the existence
of such X). Then X satisfies δn`2 “ 1 as in Example 3.6.
Example 3.10. Let X “ P1 ˆ Pn´1 Ă P2n´1, the Segre embedding. Then X
satisfies δn`1 “ 1; moreover δn`i “ i for i ě 0 as in Example 3.6.
4. Varieties with positive pn` 1q-th defect
Let X Ă PN be a non-degenerate projective variety of dimension n over an
algebraically closed field in arbitrary characteristic. In this section, we assume that
X is smooth and n ` 2 ď N ´ 1. Let X˚m,x :“ tL P Gpm,P
N q | TxX Ă L u Ă X
˚
m,
the set of m-planes tangent to X at x.
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Definition 4.1. Let x P X and L P X˚m,x be general. Then we can assume
x P pσLmq
sm, and hence there exists a unique irreducible component of σLm containing
x, which we denote by σLm,x. By generality, we can also assume dimpσ
L
m,xq “ δm.
Now we assume that γn`1 is separable and δn`1 “ 1. Then σ
L
n`1,x “ σ
L
n`1 is a
line by Theorem 1.1. From Corollary 3.4, we have δn`2 “ 2.
Lemma 4.2. Take a general pM,xq P PXn`2. Then the unique irreducible compo-
nent σMn`2,x of σ
M
n`2 containing x is a surface covered by lines σ
L
n`1’s with general
L P X˚n`1,x satisfying L ĂM .
Proof. Take a general L P X˚n`1,x with L ĂM . Since σ
L
n`1 Ă σ
M
n`2, the line σ
L
n`1 is
contained in the surface σMn`2,x. For two general pn` 1q-planes L, L
1 P X˚n`1,x with
L, L1 ĂM , we have
σLn`1 ‰ σ
L1
n`1
as follows. Suppose that the equality holds. Since pn ` 1q-planes L, L1 contain
n-plain TxX and L ‰ L
1, we have L X L1 “ TxX . Since two lines σ
L
n`1 and σ
L1
n`1
coincide, taking a general point x1 of the line, we have Tx1X Ă LXL
1 “ TxX ; thus
Tx1X “ TxX . This contradicts the finiteness of γn for smooth X .
Hence two lines σLn`1 and σ
L1
n`1 are distinct, and then such lines cover the surface
σMn`2,x. 
We denote by pX˚n`1q
˝ the set of L P X˚n`1 such that σ
L
n`1 is a line, and by
pPXn`1q
˝ the intersection PXn`1 X pP
N ˆ pX˚n`1q
˝q. Let us consider
PXn`1 ˆX˚n`1 P
X
n`1 » t pL, x, x
1q P Gpn ` 1,PNq ˆX ˆX | TxX,Tx1X Ă L u,(4.1)
pPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝ Ă PXn`1 ˆX˚n`1 P
X
n`1 Ñ X ˆX,(4.2)
and set
Λ˝ Ă X ˆX(4.3)
to be the image of the morphism (4.2). Let Λ Ă XˆX be the closure of Λ˝, where
the i-th projection ρi : ΛÑ X with i “ 1, 2 is separable since so is γn`1.
We denote by Λx “ ρ2pρ
´1
1 pxqq Ă X . As a set, Λx can be described as follows:
For general x P X , set pX˚n`1,xq
˝ “ X˚n`1,x X pX
˚
n`1q
˝. Then the fiber of
pPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝ Ă PXn`1 ˆX˚n`1 P
X
n`1 Ñ X : pL, x, x
1q ÞÑ x
over general x P X is
tpL, x1q P pX˚n`1,xq
˝ ˆX | x1 P σLn`1u.
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Hence the fiber Λ˝x over x of the first projection Λ
˝ Ñ X isď
LPpX˚n`1,xq
˝
σLn`1 “ pipγ
´1
n`1pX
˚
n`1,xq
˝q Ă X
and Λx is the closure of this set. We note that for general M P X
˚
n`2,x, we have
σMn`2,x Ă Λx by Lemma 4.2 since px,Mq P P
X
n`2,x is general.
Remark 4.3. (1) We set
σ :“ σX˚n`1 : X
˚
n`1 99K Gp1,P
Nq
to be the shrinking map of X˚n`1 with respect to ι : X
˚
n`1 ãÑ Gpn ` 1,P
Nq. Then
σpLq “ σLn`1 for general L P X
˚
n`1 as in Corollary 2.10.
(2) Λx is an irreducible cone with vertex x. The reason is as follows. It is
irreducible since Λ˝x coincides with the image of
UGp1,PN q|σppX˚n`1,xq˝q Ă Gp1,P
Nq ˆX
under the second projection. In addition, it is a cone with vertex x since each σLn`1
is a line containing x.
(3) Each fiber of PXn`1ˆX˚n`1 P
X
n`1 Ñ P
X
n`1 at pL, xq P P
X
n`1 corresponds to σ
L
n`1,
whose dimension is δn`1 “ 1 if px, Lq is general. Since dimpP
X
n`1q “ N ´ 1, we
have PXn`1 ˆX˚n`1 P
X
n`1 “ N .
Lemma 4.4. dimΛx “ N ´ n for general x P X.
Proof. Let σ be the shrinking map as in Remark 4.3. Let LF :“ x
Ť
xPF TxXy Ă P
N
be the linear variety spanned by
Ť
xPF TxX for general F P σpX
˚
n`1q. Since X is
smooth,
Ť
xPF TxX is of dimension ě n ` 1, and so is LF . Taking L P X
˚
n`1 such
that F “ σpLq “ pipγ´1n`1pLqq, we have LF Ă L and then LF “ L. In particular,
LF is an pn` 1q-plane. Therefore
σ´1pF q “ tL P Gpn ` 1,PNq | LF Ă L u “ tLF u.(4.4)
In particular, σ is generically injective.
Now we show that the morphism
f : pPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝ Ñ Λ˝
given by (4.2) is generically bijective, as follows. A point of the left hand side
is expressed by pL, x, x1q as in (4.1). For general px, x1q P Λ˝, we take a point
pL, x, x1q P f´1px, x1q. Then, since x, x1 are points of the line σpLq, we have σpLq “
xx1. It means that f´1px, x1q » σ´1pxx1q ˆ tpx, x1qu, which is indeed equal to the
set of a point pLxx1, x, x
1q P Gpn ` 1,PNq ˆX ˆX because of (4.4).
Therefore dimpΛ˝q “ dimppPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q “ N (see Remark 4.3). It
follows that a general fiber of Λ˝ Ñ X is of dimension N ´ n. 
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Lemma 4.5. Let x P X be a general point. Then Λx “ Λx1 for general x
1 P Λx.
Therefore Λx is scheme-theoretically a linear variety of P
N .
Proof. Let x P X and x1 P Λx be general points as in the statement of this propo-
sition. In other word, take general px, x1q P Λ˝. By definition, there exists an
pn` 1q-plane L such that pL, x, x1q is a general point in pPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝.
Take general K P X˚n`1,x and set M “ xL,Ky, where M is an pn ` 2q-plane
since LXK “ TxX . Then px,Mq, px
1,Mq P PXn`2 are general, which will be shown
later.
Hence we have the unique irreducible component σMn`2,x (resp. σ
M
n`2,x1) of σ
M
n`2
containing x (resp. x1). Since L,K Ă M , the lines σLn`1, σ
K
n`1 are contained in
σMn`2. Hence σ
L
n`1, σ
K
n`1 must be contained in σ
M
n`2,x because of x P σ
L
n`1, σ
K
n`1.
Since x1 P σLn`1, x
1 is also contained in σMn`2,x. By the uniqueness of σ
M
n`2,x1, we
have σMn`2,x1 “ σ
M
n`2,x. Hence it follows from Lemma 4.2 that Λx1 Ą σ
M
n`2,x1 “
σMn`2,x Ą σ
K
n`1. Recall that K P X
˚
n`1,x can be any general element. Hence we have
Λx1 Ą
ď
KPX˚n`1,x, general
σKn`1 “ Λx.
Since Λx1,Λx have the same dimension, Λx1 “ Λx holds.
As a result, Λx is a cone with vertex x
1 for general x1 P Λx, because of Λx “ Λx1
and Remark 4.3. This implies that Λx is a linear variety. We note that Λx is
reduced since ρ1 : ΛÑ X is separable.
To finish the proof, it suffices to check that for general pL, x, x1q P pPXn`1q
˝ˆX˚n`1
pPXn`1q
˝ and general K P X˚n`1,x, pxL,Ky, xq, pxL,Ky, x
1q P PXn`1 are also general
elements.
To parametrize pL, x, x1q P pPXn`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝ and K P X˚n`1,x, consider
PXn`1 ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q “ tpK,L, x, x1q |TxX,Tx1X Ă L,TxX Ă Ku
Ă X˚n`1 ˆ pX
˚
n`1q
˝ ˆX ˆX
Ă Gpm,PNq ˆGpm,PN q ˆX ˆX,
which is the fiber product of the projection pPXn`1q
˝ˆX˚n`1pP
X
n`1q
˝ Ñ X : pL, x, x1q ÞÑ
x and PXn`1 Ñ X .
For general pK,L, x, x1q P PXn`1ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q, xK,Ly is an pn`2q-
plane which contains TxX,Tx1X . Hence we have rational maps
f : PXn`1 ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q 99K PXn`2 : pK,L, x, x
1q ÞÑ pxK,Ly, xq
f 1 : PXn`1 ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q 99K PXn`2 : pK,L, x, x
1q ÞÑ pxK,Ly, x1q.
The rest is to see that f, f 1 are dominant.
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For general pM,xq P PXn`2, take general pn`1q-planesK,L ĂM containing TxX .
Since pM,xq P PXn`2 is general, we have pK, xq, pL, xq P pP
X
n`1q
˝. For x1 P σLn`1,
pK,L, x, x1q is an element in PXn`1ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q and fpK,L, x, x1q “
pM,xq. Hence f is dominant.
For general pM,x1q P PXn`2, take general pn ` 1q-planes L Ă M which contains
Tx1X . Since pM,x
1q P PXn`2 is general, we have pL, x
1q P pPXn`1q
˝. Take x P σLn`1.
Then pL, xq is in pPXn`1q
˝. For a general pn ` 1q-plane K which contains TxX ,
pK,L, x, x1q is an element in PXn`1ˆX ppP
X
n`1q
˝ˆX˚n`1 pP
X
n`1q
˝q and f 1pK,L, x, x1q “
pM,x1q. Hence f 1 is dominant. 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 imply the following result.
Proposition 4.6. Assume that γn`1 is separable and δn`1 “ 1. Then the first
projection ΛÑ X of (4.3) induces a rational map
X 99K GpN ´ n,PNq
sending x ÞÑ Λx. Let Y Ă GpN´n,P
Nq be the closure of the image of this rational
map. For the universal family UY Ă Y ˆ P
N , the second projection UY Ñ P
N is
birational onto X Ă PN .
Proof. Since Λx is a linear variety of dimension N ´ n for general x, the rational
map X 99K GpN ´ n,PNq is obtained. We consider the graph g : X 99K Y ˆ PN ,
which sends x ÞÑ pΛx, xq. Since x P Λx, the image of g is contained in UY .
In fact, g is dominant to UY . This is because, for general pΛ, x
1q P UY , we can
write Λ “ Λx for some x, and then Λx “ Λx1 by Lemma 4.5, which implies that
gpx1q “ pΛ, x1q.
Since the composite map X 99K UY Ñ X is identity, UY Ñ X is birational. 
In fact, we have:
Proposition 4.7. In Proposition 4.6, UY Ñ X is an isomorphism.
Proof. Step 1. First we show that Λ Ă pipγ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xqq holds for any pΛ, xq P UY
as follows. Let us define a morphism
UY ˆY UY » t pΛ, x1, x2q P Y ˆ P
N ˆ PN | x1, x2 P Λ u Ñ Gpn,P
Nq ˆGpn,PN q
(4.5)
by pΛ, x1, x2q ÞÑ pTx1X,Tx2Xq, and define W to be the set of pT1, T2q P Gpn,P
Nqˆ
Gpn,PN q such that dimxT1, T2y ď n ` 1. Note that W is a closed subset of
Gpm,PN q ˆGpm,PNq.
In the above setting, the image of (4.5) is contained in W , as follows: A general
member of the left hand side of (4.5) is written as pΛx, x, x
1q with general points x P
X and x1 P Λx. By definition, x
1 is contained in σn`1pLq “ pipγ
´1
n`1pLqq with some
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pn` 1q-plane L P pX˚n`1,xq
˝. This means that Tx1X Ă L. Since xTxX,Tx1Xy Ă L,
we have the assertion.
Take pΛ, xq P UY . For any x
1 P Λ, we have dimxTxX,Tx1Xy ď n ` 1 since
(4.5) maps pΛ, x, x1q into W . Let L be an pn ` 1q-plane containing xTxX,Tx1Xy.
Then pL, x1q P PXn`1 and L P X
˚
n`1,x, which means that x
1 P pipγ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xqq. Thus
Λ Ă pipγ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xqq holds.
Step 2. Next we show the finiteness of UY Ñ X . Fix x P X to be any point.
By a theorem of Zak [29, I, 2.3 Theorem], every fiber of γn`1 : P
X
n`1 Ñ X
˚
n`1 is
of dimension ď 1. Therefore every irreducible component of γ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xq is of
dimension ď pN ´ n ´ 1q ` 1 “ N ´ n. From Step 1, every pΛ, xq P UY satisfies
Λ Ă γ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xq. Since dimpΛq “ N ´ n, in fact Λ coincides with an irreducible
component of γ´1n`1pX
˚
n`1,xq. Hence there only exist finitely many Λ’s such that
pΛ, xq P UY . It means that UY Ñ X is finite.
By Zariski’s main theorem, we find that UY Ñ X is isomorphic since it is
birational by Proposition 4.6 and X is smooth. 
By Zak’s inequality, we know δn`i ď i for smooth X Ă P
N . We study the case
when the equality holds. The following theorem implies Theorem 1.2
Theorem 4.8. Let X Ă PN be a non-degenerate smooth projective variety with
n :“ dimpXq ă N ´ 2. Assume that γn`1 is separable. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(a) δn`i “ i holds for an integer i ą 0 with n` i ă N ´ 1.
(b) δn`i “ i holds for any integer i ě 0 with n` i ď N ´ 1.
(c) X is the image of the Segre embedding P1 ˆ Pn´1 ãÑ P2n´1.
Remark 4.9. Assume that the characteristic is zero. Then Ein [3, Theorem 3.4]
showed that if dimpXq “ N ´ 2 and δN´1p“ δn`1q “ 1, then X “ P
1 ˆ P2 Ă P5.
Hence combining with Theorem 4.8, we have that P1 ˆ Pn´1 Ă P2n´1 is only the
smooth projective variety of codimension ě 2 which satisfies δn`i “ i for all i with
0 ď i ď N ´ n ´ 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. (c) ñ (b) follows from Example 3.10. (b) ñ (a) follows
immediately. We show (a) ñ (c) as follows.
From Corollary 3.4, we have δn`1 “ 1. From Proposition 4.7, X is isomorphic
to the projective bundle UY with dimpY q “ 2n ´ N . In particular, PicpXq is of
rank ě 2.
If n ě pN ` 2q{2, then PicpXq “ Z if the characteristic p “ 0 due to the Barth-
Larsen theorem (see [23, Corollary 3.2.3] for example) and PicpXq is a finitely
generated abelian group of rank 1 if p ą 0 due to [26, Theorem (3.1)], respectively.
Therefore n ă pN ` 2q{2 must hold, which implies dimpY q “ 1 and N “ 2n´ 1.
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Then we find that the isomorphism UY Ñ X Ă P
2n´1 is in fact the Segre
embedding; see [20, pp. 307–308] or [25, Proposition 3.1]. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume that γn`1 is separable. If X is not the Segre em-
bedding, then it follows from Theorem 4.8 that δn`1 “ 0 must hold. Since the
contact locus pipγ´1n`1pLqq Ă X of general L P X
˚
n`1 is a linear variety because of
Theorem 1.1, a general fiber is a point. This means that γn`1 is birational. 
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